Search for articles in Scopus
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2. Click on Databases tab, click Scopus.

3. At the default Document search screen, enter your search terms.
   a. Enclose phrases in “quotes”.
   b. Use Boolean operators (AND, OR, AND NOT) to combine terms, either by typing them, or by selecting from the drop-down list.
   c. You can limit your search by Date Range, Document Type or Subject Areas.

4. At the results page, you can add terms in the “Search within results” panel. To search for variant forms of a term, use * (asterisk). In the example below, therap* will retrieve terms like therapy, therapeutics, etc.
5. At the results display screen,
   a. Sort the results by **Relevance**.
   b. Below each record, click on **Find It @ NUS Libraries** to access the full-text via NUS Libraries. If this fails or is unavailable, select the **View at publisher** for full text via the publisher site. Note that the full text may not be available for a couple of reasons (i.e. the particular journal is not available in the electronic format or it is hosted by a different electronic provider).

6. You can **mark** and subsequently **print**, **export**, or **email** records from Scopus results pages (including all search results and saved lists). For the “Create bibliography” function, see item 7 below.

7. At the **QuickBib** menu, you can choose your output preference and click **Create** as shown below.